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Your privileged contact

Before and during your arrival at ICI—CCN, Géraldine (reception 
secretary) will be your contact and will welcome you with warmth 
and joy.

Entrance — main and artists’ 

The main entrance is located boulevard Louis Blanc.
It is open from Monday to Thursday from 10am to 1pm and from 2pm 
to 6pm and on Fridays from 10am to 1pm and from 2pm to 5pm.

The artist’s entrance is open 24 hours a day on the crossing of 
boulevard Louis Blanc and the rue des Écoles Laïques.
It is a grey door with a digital code on the right (the code will be given 
to you by email before your arrival).

Reception

Géraldine will welcome you upon your arrival at the CCN. If you arrive 
after hours, she will beforehand send you an email with all the useful 
information to access your accommodation.

Alarms and security guards

The CCN is under an alarm and monitoring system. A guard patrols 
around the building each evening at 10.30pm and sets the alarm 
when leaving.

You will be accommodated on the 1st area of the building where the 
alarm is not activated. You must make sure not to cross the area 
boundaries after 10.30pm (Géraldine will explain to you in detail 
where are these boundaries). 

Worldwide Web

We provide a high-speed-random-limitless WIFI network, in (more or 
less) all areas of ICI—CCN.

To document one self

A number of documents are available in situ (books, magazines, 
dvds). In order to consult them, you must ask Géraldine.

Your stay in ICI—CCN Montpellier

Géraldine’s contact  
+33 (0)4 67 60 06 70 / accueil@ici-ccn.com

Mailing address 
ICI—CCN Montpellier
Agora, bvd Louis Blanc - 34000 Montpellier (FR)

Tramway 

Lines 1 and 4, “Louis Blanc” stop

WIFI codes
Networks: “CCNMLR Hall” and “Logement”
Password: montpellier

How does the alarm work? 
In case of a real need (or if you are staying in the 
CCN during weekends), an explanation of the 
alarm system will be given to you by Géraldine (or 
by an other staff member).
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Hygiene and cleaning

Regarding the washing machine details: maintenance of sheets an 
towels are guaranteed by the CCN. For your personal belongings, a 
washing machine is available in the kitchen on the last floor.

Cleaning details: bedrooms are cleaned on Saturday mornings 
starting at 9am. If you leave on that day, please make sure to leave 
the room at 9am at the latest. If you wish to stay during weekends, 
please leave a note on your door in order to let us know if you want 
your room to be cleaned or not.

Please leave bedrooms and common areas (kitchen, showers and 
toilets) in an acceptable state in order to make Avana’s and Khadija’s 
work easier and in order to contribute in bettering our shared 
existence.

Comfort and convenience — during your stay

If you note any lack of anything, a malfunction of any kind, a plumbing 
or electrical issue, please let it know to Géraldine who will get a 
technician to fix the problem.

Departure

If your departure is on weekdays (between 10am and 6pm): 
Please leave your bed sheets in the basket located on your floor and 
to give your bedroom key to Géraldine.

You are leaving on weekdays (between 6pm and 6am) or on 
weekends:
Please leave your bed sheets in the basket located on your floor and 
leave you bedroom key on the door.

Have a great stay!

ICI—CCN’s team

Who’s who?
Avana is in charge of cleaning the building during 
week days and Khadija on Saturdays.

Suggestions
If you have got any remarks, ideas, any 
suggestions in order to improve your stay (or your 
fellow man’s) at the CCN, please do not hesitate 
to let Géraldine know. 

Drycleaners
“Pressing Merlin” is located right in front of the 
CCN: 17, boulevard Louis Blanc
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Access — From Montpellier’s train station

By foot — 1 km, 15 minutes

Go up rue de Maguelone (the street which is right in front of you when you get out of the train station, with McDonald’s 
on its left).
You then arrive on the Place de la Comédie: with the three graces statue, the Opera on your left, McDonald’s in front of 
you and Monoprix on your right.

Two options are then offered to you : 

1 — The “rustic setting” path 
Get to the three graces statue (witht the Opera behind your back, and McDonald’s on your left), go straight on through 
the Place de la Comédie, go past the cafés and the Gaumont cinema. There, you will keep going straight on on the 
boulevard Sarrail and go along the Esplanade (with the trees) (on your right). You then go past the Musée Fabre (on your 
left) (The boulevard Sarrail then becomes the boulevard Bonnes Nouvelles) and carry on going straight on (the road start 
to go down a bit) (it is called the Descente en Barrat). Go under the small brigde), follow the zigzags, go past the “Bar du 
Palais des Congrès”, the tabaconist / press shop and you arrive on the boulevard Louis Blanc. Go past the magic shop, 
the restaurant “La Belle époque 2”, there, the artists’ entrance is right on your left (just after the rue des Écoles Laïques 
which goes up on your left. It is a small grey door with an entry code on the right. 

By tramway — 3 stops, 7 minutes 

Get to the “Gare Saint-Roch” tramway stop located right in front of the train station when getting out (rue de Maguelone) 
(next to McDonald’s). Get in the Line 1 tramway – in direction of “Mosson” (the blue one with white seagulls on it (or 

swallows)). Get of at the “Louis Blanc” stop (it is 3 stops after the train station: Gare Saint-Roch > Comédie > Corum > 
Louis Blanc).

When getting out of the tramway, you’ll face a big stone building with gates and two facing staircases.
The public entrance of ICI—CCN is located on the left at the top of the staircase.
ICI—CCN’s artists’ entrance is located on the left hand corner of the stone building (grey door with digital code).

Public Entrance

Artists’ entrance 

© drawing by François Olislaeger
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You are not too loaded 
with luggage and like 
to stroll around green 
spaces, follow the 
green dots on the plan 
and take the same 
path as Christian 
Rizzo.

You are not too loaded 
with luggage and 
like to stroll around 
pedestrian areas and 
window-shop, then 
follow the red dots on 
the map and follow 
the same path as 
Marc Coudrais.

You are loaded with 
luggage, or just a 
bit tired, then follow 
Sophie Laly and take 
the tramway located 
in front of the train 
station

ICI—CCN is at three 
tramway stops.

Map legend

2 — The “urban trail” 
Get towards the statue of the three graces (the Opera on your left and McDonald’s in front of you) go up the rue de la 
Loge. A large number of shop options are available to you. When bars start to replace shops (on your right) and when 
you spot Uniqlo (in front of you), you have arrived on the place Jean Jaurès. You then take the street located on your 
right, the famous rue de l’Aiguillerie (the street which has a perfume of incense and where you can buy a permit to wear 
saroual pants). Keep going on down the street. When you get to the junction, keep going on straight on (the street 
becomes the rue des Écoles Laïques), you will get past a square full of restaurants (on your left) and right at the bottom 
of the street, you get to the boulevard Louis Blanc street. The artists’ entrance is right on your left (a small grey door 
with an entry code on the right). 
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By taxi — 11km, between 20 and 40 minutes  
(depending on traffic)

Montpellier’s airport taxi association put 37 cab drivers to your 
disposal and provides rides from Montpellier Mediterrannée’s airport, 
from the first to last flights.

The price for a ride from the airport towards Montpellier’s city center 
for one person is around: 26€.

For the way back to the airport, you can call other taxis (Taxi Tram, Taxi 
Montpellier, … (Check our “Useful Numbers” page at the end of the booklet).

Shuttle + Tramway — 15 minutes of shuttle  
+ 8 minutes of tramway

Take the Airport Shuttle 120 line which will have its last stop at the 
tramway stop “Place de l’Europe” where you will be able to take:
. the tramway line number 4 in direction of “Place Albert 1er” and 
you will be able to get off foor stops later at the “Louis Blanc” stop (8 
minutes of travel),
. or you can also take the tramway line number 1 in direction of 
“Mosson” and get off seven stops later at the “Louis Blanc” stop (15 
minutes of travel).
Once at the “Louis Blanc” stop, the CCN is right in front of you.

The ticket for the shuttle + tramway is 2,60€, and sold in the shuttle.

For your way back to the airport, it is the same on the opposite way 
(easy).

ACCESS — from Montpellier’s airport

Airport taxi contact
+33 (0)4 30 96 60 60
http://www.montpellier.aeroport.fr/fr/acces-a-l-
aeroport/en-taxi

Payment
With bank cheques or cash. Some drivers accept 
credit cards or American Express starting at 20€.

More info on
http://www.montpellier.aeroport.fr/fr/acces-a-l-
aeroport/en-transports-publics

Acces — by car

It is best to get a satnav.
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Tramway — 4 lines, 84 stops, 56km of railways, 7 served towns

The tramway network works everyday (except on the 1st of May) from 4.30am until 1.30am 
(2.30am on Fridays and Saturdays). There are 4 of them (5 soon) and they are very colourful. 

Line 1   Line 2    Line 3     Line 4

Buses — 36 bus lines

They are blue.
Nothing more to comment regarding the buses…

Vélomagg’ — 51 bike parking lots, open 24/7

The automatic bike stops put at your disposal “intelligent” bikes which are provided with an 
electronic device.

Vélomagg’ plage — the beach option of the Vélomagg’

In Villeneuve-lès-Maguelone, next to the “Pilou” stop of the bus line number 32, the Vélomagg 
beach option give you the possibility to get to the Plage du Pilou and to graciously benefit 
from Californian bikes and VTT bikes for the kids, by presenting a TaM transportation valid 
ticket and in exchange of your ID (deposit).

La TaM will be your daily transport partner, it will offer a panel of services for your commotion 
on the metropolis territory:
. 4 tramway lines,
. 36 bus lines,
. 51 Vélomagg’ bike parking lots,
. 9 Park and ride (Tram) offering 5 000 parking spaces for the tramway users,
. 8 parking lots in the city center, that’s more than 4 000 parking spots,
. 13 000 parking spots in Montpellier’s streets,

. 22 spots where you can get a disposable car in partnership with the Modulauto corporation.

All these commotion options are linked together and are in connexion with the department buses, 
regional and national trains. What else?

La TaM — a transportation network at its best
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> The Vélomagg’ plage service is available during the summer period from 
9am until 7am (only during weekends on June and everyday on July and 
August).

> The bus number 32 can be taken at the tramway stop “Garcia Lorca” 
(line 4).

> You can also get to other beaches and get more information here:
http://www.montpellier3m.fr/sites/default/files/mag/pdf/20130702/p23.pdf

NOTES FOR LATER  

. Take with you:
 - Some cash or a credit card (the ticket machines to not give back any change…),
               - A backpack with: some water and a picnic, a bathing suit and a towel, some sunnies and some SPF 
                 protection, flip flops, a good book and/or some vain magazines, a security kit (bike helmet / trainers), a 
                 hat (be careful bucket hats are a fashion mistake).

. Do not forget to validate your transportation ticket (also during changes) and keep it for the possible controls 
(for your information if you get a ticket: for not having any ticket > 51,50€ / if you forget to validate your ticket 
> 34,50€)

If you need to know anything about La TaM: http://www.tam-voyages.com/

You can then get to the beach by cycling or 3 km!

The Californian bikes can also be taken with a small trailer to transport kids under 2 years old or a baby’s 
seat.
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PRESIDENCY
Josianne Collerais — President
 

DIRECTION
Christian Rizzo — Director (office in the tower no the 2nd floor on your right)

Rostan Chentouf — Executive director (office in the hall on your left under the stairs going towards the Studio Bagouet)

 

ADMINISTRATION / ACCOUNTING (office in the hall next to the stairs going towards the Studio Bagouet.)

Sylvie Tilloy — Administrator
Sandra Gouttenègre — Accountant / Life Long Burning project administrator 

PRODUCTION AND TOURING (office on the 1st floor in the residential part at the end of the corridor on your left)

Anne Fontanesi — Production and touring director / Par/ICI: coordinator 
Anne Bautz — Production and touring administrator / Life Long Burning project coordinator  
Marie-Cécile Perez — Production and touring assistant  

EXERCE MASTER DEGREE (office in the tower on the 1st floor on your left)

Anne Kerzerho — Director of studies  
Marion Pradier — Educational programs 
DD Dorvillier — Artist researcher associated with the Master exerce  

COMMUNICATION / PRESS (office in the hall next to the stairs going towards the Studio Bagouet)

Julie Fourau — In charge of communication and press
Natalia Matus — Assistant of communication and press

MEDIATION / TRAINING / PUBLIC RELATIONSHIPS (office behind the reception booth in front of the Studio Bagouet stairs)

Louise Vantalon — In charge of mediation, training and public relationships 
Marie-Cécile Perez — Public relation officer
 

RECEPTION (office behind the reception booth in front of the Studio Bagouet stairs)

Géraldine Corréas — Reception secretary 

TECHNICAL 
Thierry Cabrera — Technical director (office on the right of the control room of the Studio Bagouet)

Marc Coudrais — Stage manager and photographer (office on the right of the control room of the Studio Bagouet)

Jean-Christophe Minart — Assistant stage manager and scenery builder (office on the right at the end of the stage of the Bagouet Studio)

 

ICI—CCN Montpellier’ team
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Eat — fast and easy

Kim Yen — 48, rue de l’Université (+33 (0)4 34 40 44 96)
Vietnamese catering owned by Kim. Generally reasonable prices. Her Pho soups (Autumn/Winter) and 

her Bo Buns (Spring/Summer) are buenos and around 7€. 

Burger’N’co — 1, rue du Pila St Gély (+33 (0)4 11 75 54 82)
Good burgers starting at 8,90€. Homemade buns and fries. Rock’n’roll mood: each burger is nammed 
after a famous rock’n’roll song by Led Zeppelin, AC/DC, Dépêche Mode, Nirvana, Guns N’Roses, Kiss, 
Trust, The Rolling Stones… Note: the fries are kind of like ranch potatoes (which means you don’t have 

to choose). 

L’Oignon Givré — 46, rue de l’Université (+33 (0)4 67 60 72 06)
Different set menus from 7€ to 9€. Quiche or soup of the day + buffet style salads / desert of the day. 
Cafeteria style. A good place to go if you wish to eat quickly simply and for a small price!

La Coutinelle — 25, rue de l’Université (+33 (0)4 67 60 95 41)
Gluten free restaurant. According to Tripadvisor, it is good :)

Eat — restaurants for lunch

La Belle époque 2 — 4, boulevard Louis Blanc (+33 (0)4 99 62 99 59)
The lunch meal costs 10,90€. It is possible to take away. There often are two meal choices + a 
vegeterian option + a salad option, burgers and grilled sandwiches. The portions are big (they do not 
joke with the served quantities) and the deserts are to die for. Caroline (marvelous cook, always sweet 
and smiley) and Laurent (to your service, quick as a cat and discrete) welcome you in their brasserie 
restaurant with joy and simplicity. 

Le Dada Café — 43, rue de l’Université (+33 (0)4 99 61 66 80)
The midday meal costs 11€. Each day the restaurant menu offers a fish or meat dish (+ a beef tartare) 
and mixed salads. Fresh ans well prepared produce (we advise you to take the house-made profiteroles!) 

Chic et bohème — 31, rue Proudhon (+33 (0)4 67 10 99 94)
Different menu each week going from 11,50 to 14,50€. Fresh produce, we must say it is quite delicious. 
Cosy atmosphere with little nooks: for an orginal and unusual moment. 

To note: it is a restaurant-vintage shop, which means you can stroll before or after your meal.

Eat — lunch and dinner restaurants  

Le Spot — 6, place des Beaux-Arts (+33 (0)4 67 04 46 39)
Lunch meal costs 10€. It is possible to get various plate combinations (first course/second course/
desert) + a menu of varied and numerous dishes. Original and savoured dishes (a number of sugar-
salted dishes) (you travel with the food, it tells you a story). Great value. 

To note: during the evening they serve tapas + their out-door terrace is very nice.

Le Grillardin — 3, place Chappelle Neuve (+33 (0)4 67 66 24 33)
The midday dish is at 11€.
A bit more expensive than a brasserie restaurant (but the quality is there), dishes are elaborate and 
delicious. Very welcoming , smiley, simple and attentive staff. Meridional cuisine and delicate plating.

Around ICI—CCN
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Tôt ou tard — 7, place Chappelle Neuve (+33 (0)4 67 66 08 09)
Midday dish starting at 11€. World cuisine and wines. Fresh produce. Tapas to share, mixed salads, 
grilled meat, deserts, ice creams, fresh fruit juices + tapas during the evenings. It has got the charm of a 
plate tree shaded outdoor terrace. Welcoming staff and good atmosphere! 

La Sicilia — 20, rue du Pila St Gély (+33 (0)4 67 66 30 98)
The midday mea lis at 9,50€. Possible to get varied menus (first course, seconds, desert). Italian 
restaurant with wood oven cooked pizzas and Italian dishes. 
To note: they make pizzas since 1980…and talk a lot about it.

Café de La Panacée — 14, rue de l’École de Pharmacie (+33 (0)4 99 63 45 68)
A weekly markets menu with a lunch dish at 11€. It is possible to make various course combinations 
(first course/seconds/desert). Tapas during evenings and brunch on Sunday. Very nice outside patio. 
To note: La Panacée is a comptemporary Art Centre, so you can check out the exhibitions before or 
after your meal.

Pimpon — 4, place des Beaux-Arts (+33 (0)4 34 00 66 02)
A weekly market’s menu composed of varied dish combinations “dish of the day + coffee or desert” 
between 13 and 17€. You can also choose first courses from the menu and to take away. Small 
restaurant with a very small indoor part and small outdoor terrace (we advise you to make reservations 
before getting there), smiley staff and delicious cuisine! (They are well located on the Richter scale of 
cutness).

L’Empanadas Club — 15, rue de Ratte (+33 (0)4 83 43 28 23)
Small salted or sweet little stuffed empanadas (Argentinian speciality) starting at 3,50€ each. Not too 
expensive, very good, a lot of people > it is good thing to make reservations.

Ban Thaï — 7, rue Bernard Délicieux (+33 (0)4 67 61 94 59)
Thai restaurant. The lunch dish is at 9€. It is possible to take away. There often is a lot of people, so it is 
best to make reservations. 
To note: a selection of insects are served, according to the seasons and arrivals...

Grocery shopping — organic (or not)

Carrefour Express — 11, boulevard Louis Blanc
A handy supermarket (in front of ICI—CCN). They have got a couple of organic products. There also is 
a SPAR supermarket near, but they are not very friendly…

Le panier beau et frais — 1, rue Michel Vernière
Organic grocery store with local produce delivered in short and thought trough circuits. You can get a 
fresh basket full of fresh produce every Tuesday for 10€. Juliana and Hichem are beautiful and fresh, 
as much as the fruit and veg they sell. Their fresh madura dates are to die for! (you can also get some 
eggs, jam, honey, juices and vinegar there,…).

Folle Avoine — 18, rue Proudhon
Organic grocery shop. According to Géraldine, their apples are good. 
> fruit, veg, bread, dairy products, honey, poultry + a couple of cosmetics, bath, cleaning and sugar free 
products. (They did not ask us what we thought about this shop’s name).

Farmer’s market — organic (or not) 

Beaux-Arts — place des Beaux-Arts (from Monday to Saturday from 7am until 1.30pm) 

Albert 1er — place Alber 1er (Wednesdays, Fridays, Saturdays from 7am until 1.30pm)

Plan Cabanes — place Roger Salengro (Figuerolles neighborhood) (from Tuesday until Sunday 
from 7am until 2pm) 12



Arceaux — On the Arceaux parking lot, boulevard des Arceaux (Tuesdays and Saturdays from 
7am until 1.30pm) 
Organic market. A lot of people.

> Les Dimanches du Peyrou (antiques / car boot sale) — l’Esplanade du Peyrou (Sundays from 7.30am 
until 2pm)  

Making some exercise — swimming 

Piscine Pitot — 230, place Jacques Mirouze 
Indoor swimming pool of 25m, 5 lines. Good ambiance. People get in the right lines (according to their 
level) quite naturally. Entrance (general): 3,10€. 

Piscine Olympique d’Antigone — 195, avenue Jacques Cartier
Indoor pool of 50m, 10 lines + playing pool (with jacuzzis, waves, massive slide, solarium on the terrace.
Cold ambiance,not for laughing around, it is a competetion spot. Entrance (general): 5€. Open until 

9.30pm during week days.

Piscine Caron — avenue du 8 Mai 1945 – Castelnau-le-Lez (you can get there with the Tram – Line 2) 

Outdoor pool of 25m + small pool for kids. Couture tiles in the dressing rooms (Courrèges). Good 
ambiance, not a lot of shade, it is possible to eat your sandwiches or snack there. 
Entrance (general): 3,10€. 

> We advise you to check the opening times on the pools websites before getting there (cleaning, 
holidays, competitions,…).

Making some exercise — yoga, feldenkrais (even if it is not really a sport)

Arjuna Shala — 6, rue de Maguelone
Nidrâ, Pranayama and Iyengar Yoga classes. 
Luminous practice room, experimented teachers. A lot of people… (Therefore in summer there can kind 
of be a socks smell). The lesson costs 10€ (illimited access when you get a membership).

Centre de Yoga Iyengar des Arceaux — 1, rue Duval Jouve
Julie, Gambuja and Bernard (it is not a joke) offer Iyengar Yoga classes starting at 15€ a lesson, but there 
also is the possibility to get various memberships. Nice practive rooms with required material.

> For hygene reasons, it is required to each have your own yoga mat. 

Anna Falcidia (Feldenkrais practitionner) — 18, rue des Soldats

Kristella Guillerme-Ponce (Masseur - Physiotherapist / Feldenkrais pracitian) — 5, rue du Clos René

Culture oneself — see, read, listen…  

Galeries — There are a lot of them. 

Cinemas — There are basicaly three of them (the Diagonal, the Utopia and the Gaumont). 

Theatre Venues — There are a lot of them. 

Concert Venues — There are some.  

Museums — There is one : The Fabre Museum. 

> Leaflets are available in the kitchen.  
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Get some cash — ATM’s 

Bank: Caisse d’Épargne — 13, boulevard Louis Blanc (just in front of ICI—CCN)

Buy some (real) cigarettes — or some newspapers 

Tabaconist / Press
— 32, rue de l’Université (open until 10pm on Wednesdays Thursdays and Saturdays / open on Sundays from 
8.30am until 8.15pm)

— 70, rue de l’Aiguillerie
— 20, boulevard Louis Blanc
— 4bis, boulevard Pasteur
— 2, place des Beaux-Arts

Have some drinks — have a laugh 

There are a large number of possibilities in order to get involved in a alcoolisation process in 
Montpellier. During summer it is a bit better thanks to the bar terraces and squares. During winter it is 
less nice but it heats you up. 
Some cafés: Broc’Café, Café de la mer, Black Out, Black Sheep, Rebuffy,...
Some nice terraces: La Canourgue, Ste Anne, Candolle, Marché aux fleurs,... 

Doing nothing special — think, get together

Le Jardin des Plantes — boulevard Henri IV (the oldest Plant Garden in France)

Get to the beach — See pages 8/9. 

Get cured — doctors, medecine, plants

Dr Philippe De Boever (closest doctor) — 5, rue de Villefranche (+33 (0)4 67 72 07 05)

Thierry Hadjadj (chiropracter) — 2, rue Canton (+33 (0)4 67 52 84 92)

Frédéric Deguette / Jean-Marie Bastide (chiropracters) — 48, rue Pitot (+33 (0)4 67 67 21 45)
Various Doctors   
Géraldine has got a large pannel of contacts of specialized and general practitioners to offer if you need! 

Pharmacie Agora (the closest) — 1, boulevard Louis Blanc

Pharmacie du Polygone (the less expensive) — 71, rue des Pertuisanes

Pharmacie Populaire (well supplied in homeopathy) — 4, rue de Maguelone

Herboristerie La Quintessence — 26, rue de l’Aiguillerie

COMPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

. To add to this welcome booklet, a number of leaflets are available in the kitchen on the residencial quarters (last 
floor), a number of documents are available in order for you to guide you during your stay:
 - map of the city and of the transportation network, 
 - movie agenda and of various cultural places,
 - art trail and contemporary art agenda,
 - Modulauto documents,
 - our seasonal program,…

. If you wish to assist to any public presentation at ICI—CCN, please get to Géraldine in order to make reservations.
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Contacts

RECEPTION 

Géraldine Corréas
g.correas@ici-ccn.com 
+33 (0)4 67 60 06 70

PRODUCTION AND TOURING

Anne Fontanesi
a.fontanesi@ici-ccn.com 
+33 (0)4 67 60 06 75 / +33 (0)6 86 68 95 86

Anne Bautz
a.bautz@ici-ccn.com 
+33 (0)4 67 60 06 74 / +33 (0)7 86 96 03 31

TECHNIQUE

Thierry Cabrera
t.cabrera@ici-ccn.com 
+33 (0)4 67 60 06 70 / +33 (0)6 86 68 95 90

Marc Coudrais
m.coudrais@ici-ccn.com 
+33 (0)4 67 60 06 70 / +33 (0)6 89 86 03 38

EXECUTIVE DIRECTION 

Rostan Chentouf
r.chentouf@ici-ccn.com 
+33 (0)4 67 60 06 70 

Public partners the Cultural and Communication Ministry – Regional 
Direction of Cultural Affairs of Occitanie / Pyrénées-Méditerranée, the 
Occitanie / Pyrénées Méditerranée Region and Montpellier Méditerranée 
Métropole.

ici-ccn.com

Useful Numbers

EMERGENCY NUMBERS

SOS Médecin (Doctor)
+33 (0)4 67 72 22 15

Emergency Services (closest hospital)
Clinique St Jean 
— 36, avenue Bouisson Bertrand 
(+33 (0) 826 30 20 66)

Paramedics / Ambulance 
15 or 112

Firefighters (only in case of a fire)  
18

Police 
17

TAXIS

Taxi Tram 
+33 (0)4 67 58 10 10

Taxi Montpellier 
+33 (0)4 67 20 35 20

Contacts and useful numbers
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